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1. INTRODUCTION 
The present paper is concerned with the analysis of the small vibrations 
of a coupled fluid-elastic system. In a geometrical sense the problem consists 
of a liquid-filled body which contains an internal elastic structure, such as an 
elastic plate or membrane. The mathematical model which describes the 
resulting dynamic response of the fluid and container is coupled through the 
differential equations as well as through the kinematic boundary conditions. 
Because of this, and the geometrical complexity, the problem is approached 
using variational methods. An analysis of various hydroelastic systems, without 
internal structures, can be found in Tong [l], Berger [2], and Moiseyev [3]. 
However, aside from the geometrical differences to our problem these authors 
deal primarily with sloshing, that is, elastic tanks which are partially filled 
with liquid. 
The associated spectral problem for the hydroelastic system, which is of 
the Steklov type, is studied by introducing certain energy spaces on which 
the operators are compact and positive. Preceding this the motion of the fluid 
is examined independently of the problem for the elastic boundary. As a result 
of this the eigenvalue problem can be reduced to a single operator equation 
which is easily resolved in the defined function spaces. After establishing 
the existence of a discrete spectrum the forced initial-value problem can be 
studied with little difficulty. 
The problem discussed in this article arose in modeling the dynamics of 
the cochlea. As a component of the inner ear the cochlea is believed to be 
responsible for most of the frequency resolution in the hearing process. Con- 
sequently a viable theory of hearing must include a comprehensive investigation 
of the natural frequencies and corresponding eigenfunctions. A description 
of the problem, as it applies to the cochlea, can be found in either Cole and 
Chadwick [4] or Holmes [5]. 
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2. FORMULATION OF PROBLEM 
The fluid is assumed to be inviscid, incompressible, and to occupy a bounded 
simply connected region ,Q of Rs. The container, or boundary, is composed 
of a rigid surface E (supposed smooth) which encloses a planar section r = 
l-1 u r, > where PI is deformable and r, is rigid (Fig. 1). This plane r separates 
52 into two fluid-filled compartments which are connected through an aperature 
r3 in the x, y-plane. Both of the boundaries H’, and aI’, are taken to be smooth 
Jordon contours and such that TI n pa = B. 
FIG. 1. Geometry and notation. 
By assuming the flow is irrotational a velocity potential @(x, y, x, t) exists 
for the fluid motion. As for the deformation of I’, we will represent its displace- 
ment by 7(x, y, t) and denote the jump of a function p(x, y, x> t) across r, as 
[P(X, y, 0, Ql = PC? Y> o+, 4 - IQ, Y, 0-3 t) for (x, y) E 2-r . 
Within the linearized theory of small vibrations the equations describing 
the subsequent motion are the following: 
(i) for the fluid 
V”@ = 0 in B x (0, r}, 
(ii) for the pressure 
p=- EC P at 
in Q X (0, T], (Bernoulli’s law) 
(iii) for the boundary 
+ &, Y> 2 = -[P@, Y, 0, t)l on G x (0, Tl, 
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where the a,,(~, y) are infinitely differentiable on FI , P(X, y) is continuous 
and positive on F, , and the fluid density p is constant (and, of course, positive). 
Also, it is assumed that the operator T is HT(I’,)-elliptic, that is, 
Vu, 4rw,) 3 Y II u lI&v-l, vu E H,m(r,) 
where y > 0 is constant (note that this is the same as saying the bilinear form 
associated with T is strongly coercive on HsW(I;)). A sufficient condition for T 
to be H,,n(Q-elliptic is that for any real g 
The boundary conditions are 
a@ 
z = 7% on FI x [0, TJ, (kinematic condition) (14 
a@ 0 -= 
an 
on 2 x [0, T], (lb) 
a@ (impermeability conditions) -1 
ax 
0 on r2 x LO, Tl, UC) 
and 
ajrl -= 
ad O along X’, x [0, T] for O,(j<m--1. (14 
In this last condition v refers to the normal to the curve W, in the x, y-plane 
and in condition (lb), n represents the unit outward normal to Z. 
The problem, as formulated in the last two paragraphs, has been linearized 
in an analogous fashion as that which is done for small amplitude waves in 
the theory of water waves. For example, ignoring gravity the full nonlinear 
version of Bernoulli’s law for an inviscid and irrotational flow has the form 
p + P@t + *pp(vq2 = c(t), 
where c(t) is an arbitrary function of t. Another source of nonlinearity arises 
in the kinematic boundary condition (la) which in general states 
on z = Y(X, y, t) for (x, y) E r, . 
Our linearized problem can be considered as a first term approximation to 
the nonlinear one assuming small displacements and a large Strouhal number. 
In order to investigate the natural modes let 
@(x, y, z, t) = iw+, y, z) e”“i, 
P(x, y, x, t) = p(x, y, z) t?i”fi, 
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and 
77(x, y, t) = 24(x, y) eiwt. 
The problem in this case becomes 
and 
V2p, = 0 in L?, 
where 
zY=. 
az on .Fr, 
Bp, =0 on ZUF,, (3) 
and 
aju -= 
ad 0 along ar, for 0 <j<m- 1. 
Note that in condition (3), B represents the normal derivatives appearing 
in the impermeability boundary conditions (lb,c). 
The hydroelastic system just described is representative of many which 
arise in applications, such as with the thermal liner of a nuclear reactor or 
with the cochlea. The method of analysis to be used in resolving the corre- 
sponding spectral problem can be extended to include numerous other systems, 
for example, those having a flexible outer boundary 2 and those with multi- 
compartments. It can also be used to analyze more comples problems, such 
as the motion for a viscous fluid assuming the Reynolds number is large. 
3. STUDY OF THE FLUID MOTION 
Before analyzing the spectral problem of Section 2 certain properties of the 
fluid motion are established. In particular the following problem is studied 
v2pi = 0 in Q, 
and 
where n E D(F,). 
Bp, =O on z7Y r,, 
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Let H(D) denote the quotient space Hr(Q)/constants, where Hi(Q) is the 
Sobolev space of square integrable functions with square integrable first 
derivatives on Q. Using Green’s formula one can show that the variational 
formulation of the above problem consists of finding g, E H(O) which satisfies 
It is well known that the Dirichlet integral so 1 ‘VP, Ia defines a norm which 
is equivalent to the one usually associated with H(Q) [6]. As such it defines 
a continuous and coercive form on H(Q), and from the trace theorems we 
know that the mappings y*p) = v Irl* are continuous from H(Q) to Hrl”(J’,*). 
From this and the Lax-Milgram theorem we obtain the following result. 
LEMMA 1. There exists a continuous injection L from L2(.F,) into H(Q) such 
that g, = Lv. 
Remark. Actually L, known as a Neumann operator, is compact on Lz(I’,) 
since it is continuous on H-l/“(I’,) and L’(r,) is compactly embedded in 
H-‘l’(F,) [7]. 
With this define 
Mu = - [cp(x, y, O)] for. (x, y) E rr . 
LEMMA 2. llf is compact, self-adjoin& and positive on L”(I’,). 
Proof. As a consequence of the previous remark and the continuity of the 
restriction mappings y*, n/r is compact from L’(r,) to Hlfl(I’,). Therefore, 
since H112(rl) is compactly embedded in L2(I’,), M is compact on L”(r,). 
The fact that Ad is positive and self-adjoint follows since 
where 9 = Lv and ZJ = Lm. 
Remark. While L will permit us to express the eigenvalue problem as a 
single operator equation involving the displacement of the elastic boundary 
it also contains the geometry, and hence the regularity of the solution. It is 
clear that 9 is locally regular, that is, it satisfies Laplace’s equation in Q since 
(4) holds V+ E C,,@$52). In addition, the impermeability condition (3) is satisfied 
in the strong sense away from aI’, (so v E Ci(~\(r, u ar,))) and for smooth o 
the same is true of the kinematic boundary condition. 
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4. FUNCTION SPACES 
To study the spectral problem of Section 2 we introduce the space W xvhich 
represents H$x(rI) equipped with the inner product 
This inner product is equivalent to the one usually associated with H,““(J’,) 
because of the assumptions made on T. More precisely, since T has Ca: coeffi- 
cients and is Hdm(ri)-elliptic we have the following inequalities (respectively) 
with the inner product 
Note that the norms defined on W and I/’ correspond to (twice) the potential 
and kinetic energy of the system, respectively. 
From Green’s formula the inner product on T: can be rewritten as 
Thus, from Lemma 2 and letting -u = +/az Irl we have 
I! F !I"v < (kl + P II m h-J) II z' l/2L%-,) < K II v IIS 
where suprl ~(x, yj < p0 . Also, recall that Hp(r,) is dense in L2(J’,) with 
compact injection. With this and Lemma 1 we have the following result. 
THEOREM 1. The operator L is a continuous bijection from L2(I’,) to V and 
compact from W into V. Moreover, the image of W (un.de~ L) is dense iz V. 
Another consequence of the above inequalities, and the positivity of ilJ3 
is that the operator H defined as 
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induces a norm equivalent to the usual L2(r,) norm. This will prove useful 
later in establishing the regularity of the solution to the initial value problem. 
5. RESOLUTION OF THE SPECTRAL PROBLEM 
Introducing the Green’s operator G for T, corresponding to the boundary 
conditions (Id), (2) can be written as 
u = w2G(p - p[v]). 
Using the results obtained in Section 3 this can be rewritten as 
where 
u = w2Au for u E W, 
A = GipI + pM). 
LEMMA 3. A is compact, self-adjoint, and positive on W. 
Proof. Since G is compact on W and M is bounded on L2(I’,) it follows 
that GM is compact on W. Thus, the sum of G and GM is also compact. The 
self-adjointness and positiveness will be established by showing 
where 91 = Lu and Z/J = Lv. Using Green’s formula and assuming u, v E C,,“(I’,) 
note 
(Au, v) = 2 1 aaBD”(Au) D%Y dA 
=1 
- s v(/J + pM)u dA - 
=I 
= <% #>- 
Since C,-j(I’,) is dense in W the result follows by continuity. Therefore, 4 
is self-adjoint since 
and is positive since 
(AU> 4 = <% v> vu E w. 
From the classical theorems of functional analysis we now have the following 
result [8]. 
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THEOREM 2. Natural modes of vibration exist fm the hydroelastic system 
described in Section 2 and are stcch that: 
(i) the eigenfrequencies {w~~}~.=~ are positive, have Jinite multiplicity, and 
% 2~c0asn-+c0, 
(ii) the corresponding eigenfnctions (u~>~=~ form a complete orthogonal 
sequence in W, and 
(iii) the sequence (~~}z~~ , whae p’n = Lu, , is complete and orthogonal in V. 
Remark. In the proof of Lemma 3 it was shown that the eigenvalue problem 
can be written as 
(u, v) = w2 s, v&I + pM)u d,4 = w*(~, zjr) vv E iv, 
where 93 = Lu and # = Lv. Therefore, the Rayleigh quotient for wns is 
The sequences (u,J and {p?J cannot both be normalized to have unit length. 
Accordingly, in the remainder of the paper we will assume j/ u,~ llW = 1 Vn, so 
that 
(%% ? %dPm) = Ln . (6) 
Also, as a consequence of the orthogonal&y in (iii) note that 
6. INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM 
With the results of the previous sections the initial value problem can be 
reduced to solving 
where @ = LQ . The existence of a solution to this problem can be shown 
by the usual method of expanding the functions in terms of the natural modes. 
By doing this one obtains the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Given ~(x, y, 0) = Q and ~(x, y, 0) = Q in W there exists 
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a unique solution of the resulting i&ial value problem, up to an arbitrary function 
of time for @. Furthermore, this solution has the following properties: 
0 @(-, t) E W-2 co>; V, 
(ii) v(., t) E C([O, ~0); W) with Q(., t) E C([O, to); L2(T,)), and 
(iii) the total energy is conserved in the sense that 
II 11 12w + II @ ll’v = II 170 Il”w + II @o IIF vt > 0 
where Q. = LQ . 
The solution is given as 
= Ll h , u,) cos w,t - w,(rlo , 4 sin @I P&, y, 4. 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
Proof. The existence of the above solution is guaranteed by Theorem 2 
and the uniqueness follows from (7). 
The continuity of @(*, t) is a result of the uniform convergence of (9) with 
respect to t, and the same is true for q(., t). As for the differentiability we have 
from (5) and (6) that 
where qa , Qk: represent the kth partial sums of (8) and (9), respectively. There- 
fore, since the convergence is uniform in t, Q(., t) E C([O, CO); L2(T,)). 
Statement (iii) is a direct consequence of 
Remark. If one assumes, in addition to the original hypothesis, that q. 
is such that C wlaz(qo , u,)~ < co then (8) and (9) are solutions in the classical 
sense (away from X’, and Z n r). Also, both 17(x, y, t) and @(x, y, z, t) can be 
determined from the initial values qo, V@, rather than qo, q, . The corre- 
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sponding expansions for these initial values can be obtained from (8) and (9) 
through the identity 
Lastly, analogous resuIts can be obtained for the forced problem in much 
the same way. 
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